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This white paper is intended to provide a reader-

friendly digest of DeFi cryptocurrency Larecoin

and it's underlying dApp technolgies. Binance

Smart Chain BEP20, Larecoin (LARE) is an all-in-

one market ready MVP for earning passive income

by staking, lending, or holding the Larecoin.

Larecoin stable network allows and assists

consumers to manage their digital assets &

collectibles completely decentralized. Anyone

who despoits, holds or provides liquidity for

assets on the Larecoin Smart wallet earns rewards

and interest on their positions in LARE. Investors

can also earn interests on their digital assets  by

adding to liquidity various pools on Larecoin

(network of smart contracts that process all

transfers for a specific pair).

A B S T R A C T

W H I T E  P A P E R



It is requested to read this legal disclaimer section with full attention. In case of any doubt, the consultancy should be taken
from the legal, financial, tax, or another professional law practitioner All the items of information which have been given below
are not to be given exhaustively and they can never be considered a part of various contractual relationships. It is our utmost
desire that the information given in this white paper should be accurate, up to date and all the products, services, technical
architecture, token distribution, company timelines, moreover, all these materials could have changed without any notice and
they can never be considered a binding agreement of the professional advice. 

This white paper does not bound any individual to enter into any contract or enter into any binding legal commitment to the
contribution. This white paper also does not constitute any form or any part of any opinion but only a concept of participating in
the world's first blockchain-driven, mission-based economic, social experiment. This white paper also does not have any
capacity to bind any person to enter into any contract or consider it a binding legal commitment to the contribution of the
whitepaper. Even no sales and no cryptocurrency or any other form of payment can be accepted based on this white paper.  But,
be sure that any advancement or any date, or any new information of this token will be made available for the private and public
contributors. 

It is also announced that the white paper has not been examined by any regulatory authority and it has not been approved by
any legal firm so the information given in this white paper cannot be taken under the laws or any regulatory authority or any
rules of any jurisdiction. It is hereby announced that its publication, distribution, or dissemination does not imply the applicable
laws, the regulatory requirements, and the available rules

L E G A L  D I S C L A I M E R

W H I T E  P A P E R



Larecoin, Inc., a Wyoming corporation recently filed in Nov, 2021 to

umbrella it's entities in Nevada and Delaware, both est in 2018.

Larecoin, Inc. is a blockchain DeFi ecosystem with a native

cryptocurrency utility token used as a medium of exchange for

Larecoin.Business. Larecoin.Business is a cryptocurrency merchant

processing solution enabling merchants to adopt crypto as a form of

payment for their products and or services. Larecoin also has its own

branded cold storage multi-currency Smart Wallet app for iOs and

Android and a web dex. We expect our development to take upwards of

36 months to bring Larecoin's core infrastructure fully to fruitition.

W H I T E  P A P E R

Established in 2017



Our mission is to simplify decentralized digital asset management and

exchange so a baby can do it. Transparency is important to us, and we

stand behind our community. We want to make the world a better place

especially for next generations. 

Our mission is to create a next-generation complete all-in-one crypto

currency platform with a decentralized blockchain to give every person

in the world an equal chance to manage and improve their financial

security while simultaneously rewarding investors who hold Larecoin in

their portfolio's, without compromising privacy.

MISSION

W H I T E  P A P E R



Our key
company
strategies 
for the year
2023

1

2

3

Build an dapp accessible on all devices

Keep it clean, easy and simple

Grow a community of empowered contributors
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Larecoin is digital currency deployed
on the Binance Smart Chain as a BEP20
token. Larecoin (LARE) is used to
purchase goods and or services from
merchants. It's also used as money
transfer solution. Transfer assets
regardless the amount or the
destination for as little as 1.5% per
transfer. Larecoin is bridgeable across
multiple blockchains not limited to
Ethereum, Solana or Matic. 

Larecoin Smart Wallet app for iOs and
Android is a secure hardware cold
storage software for your mobile
devices versatile used as a master
wallet/ registry to enable users to
connect/ log in and out of the LareDEX
or Web Based Consumer portal or Web
Based Merchant solution with their
mobile Smart Wallet app. LareDEX
gives users access to track Larecoin
pricing chart, claim Rewards/
Reflections, Swap, Bridge, Liquidity
Pools, Lucky Draw, Staking and Farms. 



Transparency & immutability

With the larecoin, each time exchange of coins is recorded
on the blockchain, an audit trail is present to trace where
they came token from. This can not only help improve
security and prevent fraud in exchange-related businesses,
but it can also help verify the authenticity of the traded
assets.

Transaction traceability

Larecoin is far more secure than other record-keeping
systems because each new transaction is encrypted and
linked to the previous transaction. Larecoin is formed by a
complicated string of mathematical numbers and is
impossible to be altered This immutable and incorruptible
nature of Larecoin makes it safe from falsified information
and hacks once formed. 

Ease of use

Ease of use is Larecoin's key priority. All you need is a smart
device, an internet connection and instantly, you become
your own asset manager, bookkeeper, collector and payor

Why Larecoin?

Lower Fees

The fees associated with Larecoin transactions are far less
than those associated with bitcoin, ethereum, debit/ credit
cards as well as wire transfers, and BACS payment

W H I T E  P A P E RVISION

We aim to build a
decentralized
ecosystem above
bank grade security,
transparent
infrastructure, secure,
cost-effective, and
lightning speed block
processing  times. 



We are a one of a kind project that's paving it's own cryptocurrency path, join us.

BEP20

UPDATEABLE, UPGRADEABLE
AND INTERACTABLE 

Larecoin will change the way
people transfer value 

 The power, versatility and
influence of a smart

decentralized currency is
limitless



Larecoin (LARE) Tokenomics

Token Name : Larecoin                                    Token Symbol : LARE 

Total Supply:                                                      Decimals:                                      Chain:
10,000,000,000,000.000000000                      9                                                    BSC

Distribution:

- 40% Liquidity Pools/ Public                             - 15% Burn
- 10% Equity Partners                                        - 3% Staff & Advisors
- 8% Marketing Wallet                                        - 8% OTC/ Private Sale
- 8% Corporate Treasury                                   - 4% Liquidity Providers
- 1% Charity                                                        - 1% Lottery
- 1% Farming                                                      - 1% Airdrops

 

We are a one of a kind project that's paving it's own cryptocurrency path, join us.



Binance Smart ChainBinance Smart Chain
www.BscScan.comwww.BscScan.com

  
  
  
  

Smart Contract AddressSmart Contract Address  
0x02754b0c1f8c890ac150aefe376d186c810a71e20x02754b0c1f8c890ac150aefe376d186c810a71e2



At present, 85% of our users reliant on desktops to
manage digital assets and run DEX's efficiently.
Larecoin plans to make it simple to Wallet & DEX
on the Web or on the Go.

With mobile flexibility,
we can expect to grow
our users by 2000% by
2023.

Manage your
Assets &

Trade
on

the
Go



Larecoin.com offers a web-based extension where users can
connect to with Larecoin Smart Wallet app to enable users to
more efficiently manage wallets, access markets, buy OTC,
invest into promising companies/projects, manage debit/
credit cards, establish/ maintain a credit rating, learn skills,
earn income, shop and trade digital assets/ collectibles peer
to peer. Larecoin offers unparalleled flexibility continually
extending its offerings to support crypto processing across an
even wider array of digital assets, management and
blockchain solutions. 

Larecoin.Business offers a web-based extension where users
can connect to with Larecoin Smart Wallet app to enable users
to more efficiently manage their business profiles with access
to an ERP, Point of Sale and Advertising solution for each.

LareBlocks is a blockchain main network supporting an
advanced version of Larecoin digital currency bridged as an
LAREC20, primarily using Larecoin as a gas fee to process
blocks on chain. A template driven smart contract generator
within an IDE Browser giving developers an environment,
flexability and no need for technical skills pertaining to
programming when creating, structuring and deploying smart
contracts. A tool to integrate apps and dapps powered by
LareBlocks and supported by Larecoin and its technology. 



Larecoin Smart Wallet is completely
decentralized and makes digital life easy

Smart Wallet

These are some of the important features:
Easy to use: 
It’s a fun simple easy solution to manage your digital
assets and collectibles 

Highly secure: 
Identity protection and all access keys secured with
multilayer high level security features not limited to
facial, voice and fingerprint recognition.

Allows instant transactions even in space:
Larecoin smart wallet provides intermediator-free
P2P LIGHTNING SPEED transactions at a fraction of
the cost.

Compatible Bridges
Allows transactions across multiple cryptocurrencies.
This helps you do easy currency conversions from one
coin into another.



Larecoin Exchange is completely decentralized and is engineered to facilitate transactions in chain and cross chain



Larecoin Decentralized Exchange
DEXs (Decentralized exchanges) aim to tackle the problems that impede
centralized structures by building peer-to-peer (P2P) marketplaces
directly on the blockchain. Larecoin's DEX specific, autonomous
decentralized applications that allow cryptocurrency buyers or sellers to
trade without having to give up control over their funds to any
intermediary. Decentralized exchanges reduce the danger of theft from
the hacking of exchanges as traders don't have to transfer the assets to
the exchange, LareDex is more secure and mitigates hacking risks.
Moreover, Larecoin decentralized exchange also can prevent price
manipulation or faked teasing volume through wash trading, and are more
anonymous than exchanges that implement know your customer (KYC)
requirements. Larecoin Dex will provide its users the opportunity of
exchange into top cryptocurrencies while keeping the user’s assets and
personal data secure and private.



Decentralized crypto exchanges offer advantages that impact digital asset custody
and diversity, transactional trust, trading fees, and investor privacy.

1-Mitigating hacking risk:

Decentralized exchange users are not required to transfer
their assets to a third party. As a result, there is no possibility
of a firm or organization being hacked, and users are
protected from theft and hacking.

2. Preventing market manipulation:

Due to their nature of allowing for the p2p exchange
of cryptocurrencies, DEXs prevent market
manipulation, protecting users from fake trading and
wash trading.

3. Anonymity:

Decentralized exchanges do not require customers to fill
out know-your-customer (KYC) forms, offering privacy and
anonymity to users.

4. Lower Fees: 

Self-executing smart contracts are used to run
decentralized exchanges. DEXs employ the same
"gas" cost structure as the Ethereum blockchain
they're based on in the absence of a middleman.
These prices change in relation to network use, but
they are still far less than the prices of centralized
alternatives.

5. Trustless transactions

 Larecoin smart contracts, DEXs execute trades and record
them to the blockchain, enabling trustless transactions. And
since DEXs do not hold your funds, they are less likely to be
targeted by hackers.

Benefits of Exchnage

https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/trading-investing/wash-trading/
https://www.gemini.com/cryptopedia/glossary#trustless


Larecoin Exchange is completely decentralized and is engineered to facilitate transactions in chain and cross chain

IDE



LareBlocks, secure platform to issue digital records in a format that is tamper-proof, recipient-owned, andLareBlocks, secure platform to issue digital records in a format that is tamper-proof, recipient-owned, and
independently verifiable. The digital records thus created, through the use of strong cryptography andindependently verifiable. The digital records thus created, through the use of strong cryptography and
blockchain application, ensure complete protection of your brand, data, information, and transactions. Theblockchain application, ensure complete protection of your brand, data, information, and transactions. The
digital records created through LareBlocks can be decentralized without compromising on security. In fact,digital records created through LareBlocks can be decentralized without compromising on security. In fact,
LareBlocks provide an extra layer of security and protection for businesses, institutions as well as consumers,LareBlocks provide an extra layer of security and protection for businesses, institutions as well as consumers,
especially the students across the globe. “LareBlock Templates include images, texts, variables, signatures,especially the students across the globe. “LareBlock Templates include images, texts, variables, signatures,
and metadata. The record built through the use of LareBlocks allows the owner the freedom to manage, share,and metadata. The record built through the use of LareBlocks allows the owner the freedom to manage, share,
or verify the records ‘anytime anywhere on their own. One can issue their own token through the LareBlocksor verify the records ‘anytime anywhere on their own. One can issue their own token through the LareBlocks
Smart Contract Generator. These tokens use standard coin API to make one’s contract automaticallySmart Contract Generator. These tokens use standard coin API to make one’s contract automatically
compatible with any wallet, exchange, or another contract worldwide,” says Daniel Fainman, Chief Executivecompatible with any wallet, exchange, or another contract worldwide,” says Daniel Fainman, Chief Executive
Officer, Larecoin Team.Officer, Larecoin Team.

LareBlocks is to enable anyone to launch a Smart Contract for a LAREC20 (is a standard used for creating andLareBlocks is to enable anyone to launch a Smart Contract for a LAREC20 (is a standard used for creating and
issuing smart contracts on the LareBlocks blockchain. Smart contracts can then be used to create a smartissuing smart contracts on the LareBlocks blockchain. Smart contracts can then be used to create a smart
property or tokenized assets that people can invest in. LAREC stands for "Larecoin block request forproperty or tokenized assets that people can invest in. LAREC stands for "Larecoin block request for
comment," and the BRC20 standard was implemented in 2021.) or a LAREBRC27(NFT) on LareBlockscomment," and the BRC20 standard was implemented in 2021.) or a LAREBRC27(NFT) on LareBlocks
Blockchain of Larecoin.Blockchain of Larecoin.



Chain (LBC)

Larecoin Exchange is completely decentralized and is engineered to facilitate transactions in chain and cross chain

Smart Chain (LBSC)

Main Network
Test Network

Main Network
Test Network



Larecoin is Created toLarecoin is Created toLarecoin is Created to
facilitate blockchainfacilitate blockchainfacilitate blockchain
transparency andtransparency andtransparency and
accessibility, LareScan isaccessibility, LareScan isaccessibility, LareScan is
the go-to resource forthe go-to resource forthe go-to resource for
users wishing tousers wishing tousers wishing to
discover, verify anddiscover, verify anddiscover, verify and
approve transactionsapprove transactionsapprove transactions
that have taken place onthat have taken place onthat have taken place on
the LareBlocks. LareScanthe LareBlocks. LareScanthe LareBlocks. LareScan
is essentially a searchis essentially a searchis essentially a search
engine that lets usersengine that lets usersengine that lets users
look up, confirm andlook up, confirm andlook up, confirm and
validate transactions onvalidate transactions onvalidate transactions on
the Lare decentralizedthe Lare decentralizedthe Lare decentralized
smart contracts platform.smart contracts platform.smart contracts platform.
By entering an addressBy entering an addressBy entering an address
into the search box, youinto the search box, youinto the search box, you
can view the balance,can view the balance,can view the balance,
value and all thevalue and all thevalue and all the
transactions madetransactions madetransactions made
through that address.through that address.through that address.

Larescan
 What can LareScan be used for?

 Users can register and create an account in LareScan like Etherscan or BSCScan.Users can register and create an account in LareScan like Etherscan or BSCScan.Users can register and create an account in LareScan like Etherscan or BSCScan.
Normal users can add an address to the “watch list” and be notified by email for anNormal users can add an address to the “watch list” and be notified by email for anNormal users can add an address to the “watch list” and be notified by email for an
incoming transfer transaction. Developers can access a set of API services that canincoming transfer transaction. Developers can access a set of API services that canincoming transfer transaction. Developers can access a set of API services that can
be used to either build decentralized applications or serve as data feeds forbe used to either build decentralized applications or serve as data feeds forbe used to either build decentralized applications or serve as data feeds for
LareBlocks.LareBlocks.LareBlocks.

W H I T E  P A P E R

Exploring Larecoin addresses
 At LareScan, you can use LareScan to look into any address's transaction history,At LareScan, you can use LareScan to look into any address's transaction history,At LareScan, you can use LareScan to look into any address's transaction history,

including token transfers and contract execution. Simply paste an address into theincluding token transfers and contract execution. Simply paste an address into theincluding token transfers and contract execution. Simply paste an address into the
search field, and the details of the address will show. The amount of LARE at thesearch field, and the details of the address will show. The amount of LARE at thesearch field, and the details of the address will show. The amount of LARE at the
address, its current value in US dollars, and the total number of transactions to andaddress, its current value in US dollars, and the total number of transactions to andaddress, its current value in US dollars, and the total number of transactions to and
from the address are all provided by LareScan.from the address are all provided by LareScan.from the address are all provided by LareScan.

The transactions page shows all of the inbound and outbound transactions for theThe transactions page shows all of the inbound and outbound transactions for theThe transactions page shows all of the inbound and outbound transactions for the
address. LarerScan records information such as the TxHash (transaction hash oraddress. LarerScan records information such as the TxHash (transaction hash oraddress. LarerScan records information such as the TxHash (transaction hash or
transaction ID), the number of the block in which the transaction was recorded, thetransaction ID), the number of the block in which the transaction was recorded, thetransaction ID), the number of the block in which the transaction was recorded, the
amount of time since the transaction was verified, who the transaction was from and to,amount of time since the transaction was verified, who the transaction was from and to,amount of time since the transaction was verified, who the transaction was from and to,
the amount being transferred, and the total transaction fee for each transaction.the amount being transferred, and the total transaction fee for each transaction.the amount being transferred, and the total transaction fee for each transaction.

Few features include
LareScan also offers a "gas price tracker" option, which is essential because the larereum networkLareScan also offers a "gas price tracker" option, which is essential because the larereum networkLareScan also offers a "gas price tracker" option, which is essential because the larereum network
might be congested. Congestion raises gas prices, increases transaction costs, and leads to themight be congested. Congestion raises gas prices, increases transaction costs, and leads to themight be congested. Congestion raises gas prices, increases transaction costs, and leads to the
failure of certain transactions. The lower the gas price, the cheaper it is to run and operatefailure of certain transactions. The lower the gas price, the cheaper it is to run and operatefailure of certain transactions. The lower the gas price, the cheaper it is to run and operate
decentralized apps, therefore by checking the gas price tracker before confirming the transaction,decentralized apps, therefore by checking the gas price tracker before confirming the transaction,decentralized apps, therefore by checking the gas price tracker before confirming the transaction,
you may decrease the gas charge. There are also a variety of LARE charts and data that are usefulyou may decrease the gas charge. There are also a variety of LARE charts and data that are usefulyou may decrease the gas charge. There are also a variety of LARE charts and data that are useful
to a wide range of users. Transaction history graphs, address growth graphs, total Ether supplyto a wide range of users. Transaction history graphs, address growth graphs, total Ether supplyto a wide range of users. Transaction history graphs, address growth graphs, total Ether supply
graphs, currency and network information graphs, and mining information figures are among them.graphs, currency and network information graphs, and mining information figures are among them.graphs, currency and network information graphs, and mining information figures are among them.



500,000
New Users

$5 Billion
Target Revenue

Our 2 Major Goals by 2025



Our community is growing 20k+

Growing
Community

People — employees,
students, educators, life
coaches — are limited in
the way they present
information.

As the world becomes
increasingly mobile, so
should the different ways
we can transact digitally.

A strong engineering
foundation is critical as
we make a presentation
platform accessible on
all devices.

Just imagine the ease of
access from any device
and still as effective as
on a preferred device.

With mobile flexibility,
we can expect to grow
our users by 200%.

At present, 85% of our
users reliant on desktop
wish they could recieve,
send and trade assets on
the go. 

By the middle of 2022,
our number of users
should increase by
50,000.

This key metric is based
on the behavior that
users satisfied with the
product are likely to
recruit 2.5 new users.

Scope of work might
change mid way but that
is okay.

Changes are inevitable,
and this could potentially
push back target dates of
our goals.

www.larecoin.com



TRANSPARENCY
is what a growing community wants



Exchange Listings to
follow

Roadmap

This is our plan as we launch
we intend on listing LARE on
the following exchanges



PancakeSwap, BitexLive and BitMart

By the middle of 2023,
Larwecoin will be listed on at
least 3 exchanges

Larecoin will be listing on exchanges in 2023
Our exchange listing plan is expected to begin in mid-late 2022



Grow a community of new
generational wealth
Our success is proportional to the number of empowered users 
demand ease of our dApp technologies in the days to come.

www.larecoin.com



Our Team
Pioneers of the new age

www.larecoin.com



Thank you!


